Index

a
abundance of neutrals 20
accretion disk coronae 212
– Cyg X-1 213
– QPOs 215
acoustic waves 187
– energy 190
– parametric excitation 189
acceleration of charged particles 131
– DC electric field 132
– pulsating mode 138
– shock wave 132
adiabatic index 7, 41
– invariant 63, 114
ambipolar diffusion 10
Alfvén
– velocity 28, 70, 210
– index of refraction 55
Alfvén waves
– dispersion relation 210
– dissipation 187
– torsional 187

b
Bastille Day Flare 23, 33
brightness temperature 122, 167

c
coronal magnetic loop 2
– above spots 33
– arcades 24, 30, 33
– current-carrying 18, 210
– late-type stars 195
– thermal balance 192
charge separation 11, 134
chromosphere evaporation 62

Colgate’s paradox 140
collisions 6, 13, 113, 156
conductivity 6
– Coulomb 6, 13
– Cowling 12, 26, 141
– Hall 25
– Pedersen 25
– thermal 187
convective flows 10
coronal heating 185
– acoustic waves 187, 191
– electric current 196
– microflares 199, 201
current sheet 101
damping 46
– acoustic 47, 96
– cyclotron 152
– phase mixing 88
diagnostics
– electric currents 178, 182
– stellar flare plasma 173, 175, 176
discrete spectrum 56
dMe stars 174, 176
Doppler shift 75, 77, 81
Dricer field 134, 137
eigenfrequency 40, 190
– plasma cylinder 42
– RLC circuit 28, 208
electric current 18
– diagnostics 178, 182
– excitation 210
– Ohmic dissipation 196
– oscillations 27
– waves 30
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electric field 5
– inductive 136
– large scale 133
emission
– electron cyclotron maser 118
– gamma ray 135, 158
– gyrosynchrotron 116, 166
– hard X-ray 135, 158, 194
– plasma mechanism 120
emission measure 202
energy release 142
– prominence 108, 110
– pulsating phase 143
equation
– induction 6
– Maxwell 5
– plasma 6
equivalent electric (RLC) circuit 11, 25, 208

f
fine structure of radio emission 125
– sudden reductions 126
– zebra pattern 126
– QPPs 128
force
– Ampère 6
– centrifugal 35
– electromotive-emf 26
temperature
– bounce 63
– collisional 6, 13, 113, 156
– cyclotron 25, 116, 151
– plasma 120
– RLC-oscillations 28

g
generalized Ohm’s law 6, 27
gravitational acceleration 70, 75

h
heating function 192
hollow-beam distribution 115
hydrostatic equilibrium 70

i
instability
– ballooning mode 5, 142, 200, 202
– bounce resonance 63
– loss-cone 120, 124
– Rayleigh–Tailor 12
– parametric 59
interaction
– inductive 29
– wave-particle 145, 155

j
Joule current dissipation 99, 108, 141, 196

k
kinematic of energetic particles 143
– turbulent propagation regime 145, 155, 159

l
leaky pail model 146
Lorenz factor 119, 151
loss cone 114
Lotka–Volterra equations 129

m
magnetar corona 205
– trapped fireball 208
– electric current 209
– diagnostics 209
magnetic bottle 114
magnetic fans 74
MHD approach 5
– one-fluid 40
MHD-resonator 54
MHD waves 42
– dissipation 171
– in coronal jets 80
– shock 55
– torsional 73
MHD mode 43
– ballooning 35, 54, 200
– fast magnetoacoustic 82
– global sausage 169
– kink 43, 45, 46, 51
– leaky 46
– sausage 46, 48, 171, 173, 174
– slow magnetoacoustic 47, 176
– trapped 43
MHD mode excitation
– bounce resonance 63
– chromosphere evaporation 62
– external trigger 57
– instantaneous energy release 61
– parametric resonance 59
5 min oscillations 57, 191
modulation by MHD oscillations
– electron precipitation rate 168
– gyrosynchrotron emission 166
– plasma radiation 167

n
nonlinear generation 89
nonlinear resistance 110
Index

\( p \)
- phase mixing 87, 89
- phase trajectories 104, 105, 106
- pitch angle 114, 156, 168
  - diffusion 153
- plasma beta 11, 43
  - heating effect 97
  - interstellar 110
  - Kippenhahn–Schlüter model 93
  - Kuperus–Raadu model 93
  - nonlinear oscillations 99
  - pulsation period 95, 98

q
- Q-factor 28, 48, 62

\( r \)
- radio pulsations 139
- Raman scattering 122
- Rayleigh scattering 120
- Razin suppression 116
- refractive index 55, 119, 151
  - resonance
    - bounce 63
    - Cherenkov 55
    - cyclotron 118, 151
    - parametric 59, 189, 211
- runaway electrons 134

\( s \)
- Saha equation 136
- seismology
  - asteroseismology 39
  - coronal seismology 1
  - diskoseismology 215
  - helioseismology 39
- single coronal loop
  - effective capacitance 28, 210
  - inductance 24, 208
  - resistance 26
  - specific impedance 61
- spectrum of energetic particles 160
- stratification effect 69
- supergranules 9, 13

\( w \)
- waveguides 67
- wave train 84
- whistlers 124, 151
- Wigner–Ville transform 180, 190, 200, 201
- WKB approximation 76